
THE PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION 

“RECONSTRUCTION ASSISTANCE MESSAGE 

FROM SENEGALESE CHILDREN”  

 

 

We held the photo exhibition at Meiji University Academy common during 10/23-31. 

In this photo exhibition, we displayed Senegalese children photos and messages of 

reconstruction supported from us. 

We also took a survey and collected article contributions. Finally, we collected 36 

questionnaires and a lot of stationery. 

 

Total result 
① What is your motive for attendance?

 

② What did you feel about this exhibition? 

We hear that these impressions receive warm feeling with those photographs. 

Some people also receive the felling as if they go to Republic of Senegal. In photo 

exhibition, we displayed article about Senegalese literacy and school attendance 

rate. So there are many opinions about this. Some people felt a relation about 
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sports between Japan and Senegal by photo about “judo”. 

 

 

③ What did you feel about children’s message? 

We hear that, as for many views, they appreciate childrens'consideration and 

they want to give rewards to Senegal. 

And there are many opinions that they want to learn more about Senegal by 

visiting this exhibition too.  

 

 

④ Did you wish to do something to Senegal? 

 

Yes: 34          No: 2 

 

⑤ What would you like to carry out concretely? 

 

Contributory examples (stationery、ball、picture-story show、rice‘Tohoku) 
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～Impressions～ 
Many people got to know exchange with Japan and Senegal. We were able to get 

many opinions and were able to get many hints which lead to future activity. 

Furthermore, in order to take the method of the layout of a photograph, methods, 

such as printing of notes, touch of a tale, a questionnaire as a point improved more, 

and an advertisement, are raised. 

From now on, contribution of collected goods and enforcement of the photo 

exhibition in other places are considered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


